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Abstract

The Anti-Extradition Law Amendment Bill Movement (Anti-ELAB Movement) in
Hong Kong is widely characterized as leaderless and horizontal, rejecting recognized
leaders and formal organizations. However, it paradoxically shows high
organizational capacity in the sense of sophisticated coordination and management of
abundant resources. Following the changing theoretical focus from "organizations" to
"organizing" in the literature, this research explores alternative organizing
mechanisms that, in place of formal organizations, provide structured coordination in
the Anti-ELAB Movement. Instead of the frontline combatants, I study the protesters
with supportive and logistical roles.

Based on 24 in-depth interviews and first-hand observation, I offer an alternative
account of the high organizational capacity of this movement against the claim of
foreign intervention. The analysis consists of two parts. The first part of analysis
discusses the formation of informal networks through “connective work” and the
transformation of these networks into more organized entities through “partial
ii

organizing”. I found that the protesters actively integrate themselves in dense informal
ties, and part of the ties is structured by a generational role identity, namely "quasiparenthood." In response to the challenges in high-risk activism, some ties gradually
evolve beyond pure informal networks to partially organized entities by incorporating
bureaucratic elements. Unlike horizontalism in foreign contexts, the protesters can
tolerate certain power inequality in their organizing due to their priority of "taskorientedness" over prefiguration. The second part of analysis focuses on spatial and
temporal dimensions of organizing. I suggest that the protesters develop a “guerrilla
spatial strategy” that, different from occupy movements, shows city-wide mobility but
also taps into sub-local resources. The organizing of protesters evolve into more
sophisticated forms over time with a series of informal and circumstantial learning
processes during the current movement and from the experiences of previous
movements.

My analysis emphasizes the influences of high-risk context and avoids technological
reductionism by examining both online and offline realms. All in all, it provides an
integrated and context-sensitive framework to understand the organizing dynamics of
comparable movements.
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